
Building bimodal bridges 
August 26, 2015 by Mary Allen

Gartner has applied a simple framework to complex IT
reality. Separating the enterprise into “bimodal” IT
operation, Gartner researchers claim that 75 percent of
enterprises now experience a bifurcation of IT into two
modes, based on surveys of the firm’s client base.
Read more

Micro data centres doing the bridgework for IoT 
September 2, 2015 by Denise Deveau

The latest concept that is gaining attention with
enterprises and small businesses alike is the micro data
centre (mDC). Some will argue that micro data centres
are no different than the traditional self-contained data
centres housed in a shipping container for easy
transport which have been around for years...“In very
simple terms, they’re a smaller version of the traditional
prefabricated centre” Steven Carlini, Schneider Electric.
Read more

Three types of intelligence and their impact on
cloud skills strategy 
August 3, 2015 by Michael O'Neil

InsightaaS principal analyst Michael O'Neil writes about
how cloud strategies and TCBC efforts to develop
insights can help enterprises better understand the
three capacities needed to capitalize on Cloud: Intellect,
Domain and Adaptability. Read more
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CenturyLink CSO on defence against the “five bad
actors” 
July 27, 2015 by Mary Allen

“I think where many small, mid and sometimes even
large companies will evolve to is to say, ‘the five bad
actors' are so sophisticated, I can’t even hire enough
people to deal with it. I will move to outsource my risk
or transfer it to a company with a managed security
offering.” Dave Mahon, CenturyLink. Read more

Collabmobilicloud at the extreme edge – The
Internet of Things 
August 10, 2015 by Mary Allen

Here is ‘Why’ our Managing editor concludes that IoT
is “collamobilicloud on steroids”. 
The Internet of Things continues to gain momentum -
at least in the opinion of countless market forecasters.
Counting the number of devices that will be connected
to the Internet by 2020, analysts have variously
estimated the total at 212 billion (IDC), 75 billion
(Morgan Stanley), 50 billion (Ericsson, Cisco, ABI
Research), 26 billion (Gartner) - Read More
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About InsightaaS

The Insighter is a bi-weekly e-newsletter that, like its parent website InsightaaS, it is
dedicated to exploring "the 'why' in enterprise technology."

Our enews offers unique and depth perspective on Analytics, Cloud, Data Centre, IT
Management (including security), The Internet of Things, and Vitamin Y, a concise view of
industry trends and events. If you are interested in staying current with our research,
featured content and editorial coverage in these areas, click on any of the articles in this e-
newsletter. If you are interested in a steady stream of thought leadership, click on the link
below and we'll subscribe you!

If you'd rather not hear from us again, just use this link: Unsubscribe from The Insighter by
clicking here.

We look forward to sharing Insights with you in the months to come!

Subscribe to The Insighter by clicking here.
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